The same problems seem to face security teams every year — missed threats, growing alert volumes, and talent gaps. These only increase as data continues to explode, security jobs remain unfilled, and collections of point tools fail to detect sophisticated threats before business impacts occur.

Those problems finally have an answer with Trellix Wise. Trellix Wise helps customers transform their security operations through analytics, AI, and automation. With Wise, teams can automatically investigate all of their data, eliminate false positives, automate remediation, and use conversational AI to perform threat hunting no matter their current level of expertise.

Never miss an alert again

Most security staff only look at about 10% of alerts due to the large volumes generated by their security tools and high volumes of false positives. With Trellix Wise, we finally have an answer to alert fatigue. Wise automatically investigates every alert, using the full context of your data to decide when teams need to take action. Instead of being overwhelmed by alert volumes, teams now have opportunities to dig deep and find advanced AI-enabled attacks. Wise is built on over a decade of AI modeling and 25 years in analytics and machine learning.

Deep dive into data with AI-powered investigations

Once an incident is identified, Trellix Wise will automatically call upon our rich endpoint detection and response (EDR) data. Leveraging 33 machine learning (ML) models across Endpoint, Email, Network, and Sandbox products, Wise makes decisions and surfaces detailed explanations for security teams. Alert scores are raised so analysts see and prioritize them properly. This is hours of work typically done by 3 to 5 people, delivered in seconds!
Make threat hunting accessible and upskill your staff

Threat hunting and setting up automated actions are no longer dependent on acquiring highly skilled analysts. With Trellix Wise, users of any level can interact, create automation, and hunt for threats using common language queries. This can be almost anything like “only escalate alerts from Sales on Fridays” or “always escalate alerts if an asset is public facing and there have been more than 10 failed login attempts.”

As Trellix Wise performs analysis it offers details on what it finds and remediation actions to take so even the least experienced team member can investigate, respond, and learn on-the-job threat hunting.

Prove value rapidly

It can be hard to know how rapidly or how much return you are getting from any given security investment. Trellix Wise keeps track of the time it is saving so you can view within the user interface or report to leadership teams gains in efficiency and effectiveness. You can see the total time saved by AI, the number of events, and the speed and severity of investigations in graphical and list format reports.
Solve today's biggest security challenges with Trellix Wise

Don't put off changes that can make a real impact to your efficacy, efficiency and make better use of your current resources. Trellix Wise connects hundreds of security tools and can be implemented in on-premises, air-gapped and cloud environments. With Trellix Wise, your organization can finally solve some of your most common challenges:

- **Automatic alert investigation in <3mins:** Ensure all alerts are triaged, scoped and assessed in <3mins.
- **Decrease MTTD:** Triage, scope and **investigate 90% more alerts**, saving the work of 5 analysts/day.
- **Improve MTTI:** Automated incident containment and streamlining investigations, summarizing events with risk scores and recommendations.
- **Improve MTTR by up to 300%:** Using AI-powered responses that reduce risk to your organization with faster, accurate responses.
- **Leverage current resources better:** With automated and accelerated workflows, security content creation, and natural language AI interactions.

Learn more about Trellix Wise at trellix.com/platform/wise/.